Further Inspiration
Podcasts
➢ American Catholic History – Tom & Noelle Crowe give a brief summary
of unique moments in Catholic History
➢ Among the Lilies – Cameron Fradd chats in a conversational manner about
many topics related to life as a woman and life in general.
➢ Ask Father Josh – Fr. Josh takes important questions from his listeners
about Catholic faith and life and tackles them head-on.
➢ Catholic Answers Live – Cy Kellett hosts a live daily call-in radio program
providing answers to listeners’ questions.
➢ The Catholic Man Show – David Niles & Adam Minihan invite guests
every week to discuss compelling and challenging topics, embellished with a
splash of humor.
➢ Catholic Stuff You Should Know – Fr. Nathan Goebel, John Nepil, Fr.
Michael O’Loughlin & Fr. Mike Rapp chat about a wide variety of Catholic
topics in a lively and humorous manner.
➢ Clerically Speaking – Fr. Anthony Sciarappa and Fr. Harrison Arye talk
about life as a priest as well as related topics, especially from social media.
➢ Clumsy Theosis – Rachel Lucero boils down Catholic principles and
provides practical advice for how to incorporate them into daily life.
➢ The Crunch Catholic Podcast – Ethan Stueve & Patrick Neve banter back
and forth in casual, but lively conversation on Catholicism and related
topics.
➢ Do Something Beautiful – Leah Darrow shows that life is beautiful and
interviews people who are doing beautiful things in the world.
➢ Fr. Mike Schmitz – Fr. Mike from Ascension Presents answers hot topics
and questions about Catholicism in a clear and concise way.
➢ The Jeff Cavins Show – Jeff Cavins speaks in-depth about a variety of
topics relating to Catholic life and theology.
➢ The Liturgy Guys – Jesse Weiler, Christopher Carstens, Denis McNamara
discuss Catholic liturgy and answer listener questions.

➢ Pints With Aquinas – Matt Fradd hosts an informational podcast about all
things theological, with a focus on making the writings of St. Thomas
Aquinas more accessible and understandable.
➢ Risking Enchantment – Rachel Sherlock discusses the role of beauty in
culture and faith.
➢ Sunday, Sunday, Sunday – Mark Hart talks through the Sunday readings
for each week.
➢ The Word on Fire Show – Bishop Robert Barron chats with host Brandon
Vogt about a wide variety of topics. The episodes are deep but easily
understandable.

